VILLA
COLLECTION
Italy’s finest rental properties

Welcome to the Prima Collection, a carefully
curated selection of the finest residences to rent in
Italy.
Our vision for this product is to continually
assemble a unique collection of villas, focusing only
on the very best properties in the most sought after
and stunning locations that this magical country has
to offer.
We want to offer you a complete and bespoke
travel experience because we understand that when
booking a vacation it is not only about the property.
Come with us, relax and let us do the planning. Our
team of experts will provide a personalized, caring,
and unique service to ensure you experience true
luxury in an authentically Italian setting.
We hope you enjoy browsing the collection as
much as we enjoyed putting it together for you.

Alessandro & Cameron
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Masseria Paradiso
6

Puglia | 25 guests | 9 bedrooms

7

Overlooking the town of Leverano, Masseria Paradiso

This ultra-luxurious flower-market-turned-luxury-resort

is a spectacular nine-room luxurious villa in the

blends its rich heritage with luxurious furnishings. In

province of Lecce. This authentic masseria (a fortified

short, Masseria Paradiso is a beautiful blend of design

farmhouse found on estates in the Puglian countryside)

and comfort, immersing its guests in top-end hospitality.

was formerly a flower market and retains its antique
elegance.

This stunning villa will prove to be a haven for wine
connoisseurs with its access to the vineyards of

Located near the beach town of Porto Cesareo and the

Leverano. The estate can add a dining service to make

baroque city of Lecce, Masseria Paradiso is the perfect

your vacation truly fabulous, memorable and relaxing.

place to begin your tour of the Salento region.
You’ll find that this countryside hideaway is the epitome
This modern, luxurious rural hideaway can

of quiet and calm aesthetics, which extend to the

accommodate up to 18 adults and 7 children in

outdoor areas too. The stylishly furnished patios, the

luxuriously designed and tastefully decorated,

sun-drenched pool, the “al fresco” dining area and the

contemporary bedrooms. With a private spa and sauna,

inviting gardens are the perfect spots to have a relaxing

oversized swimming pool, massage room, Turkish bath

vacation in a cocoon of luxury.

and an indoor heated pool, the villa offers resort style
facilities.
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Masseria Paradiso
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Masseria Paradiso
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Masseria Paradiso
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Sunset Island
12

Venice | 16 guests | 9 bedrooms

13

Just a brief boat ride from Venice, Sunset Island is the

outdoor terraces, rooftop terrace, pool area, outdoor

only island in the Venice lagoon to offer an elegant

shower, on the 75-acre private island.

nine-room villa with pool, and outdoor and rooftop
terraces set in an eco-friendly and fully privatized

The resident chef will provide a selection of typical

environment.

Venetian or international cuisine for lunch, dinner, and
a breakfast of your choice. A waiter will serve the food

Situated in the north of a lagoon that has inspired some

and also provide you with drinks throughout the day.

of the most celebrated authors and artists, Sunset Island
is a place to gather with friends or family in exclusive

The villa’s large swimming pool comes complete with

surroundings; to experience the luxury of space among

stunning teak deck area, gazebo, and lounge chairs.

sweeping natural vistas and comfortable, stylish
accommodation; and to tap into an inner creativity

A private boat with driver is available from dusk

through a close connection with an unspoiled natural

till dawn. If weather conditions permit it, also night

setting.

transfers are possible.

The rental comes with exclusive use of the island’s
private villa, dating back to 1870, with its 9 bedrooms
and ensuite baths, living and dining areas, kitchen, two
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Sunset Island
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Sunset Island
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Sunset Island
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Villa AgliArchi
18

Lake Como | 14 guests | 7 bedrooms

19

Find your sanctuary within the walls of this spectacular

Villa Agli Archi is a generous home with seven spacious

villa overlooking one of Italy’s most enviable views,

bedrooms, marbled bathrooms, multiple terraces, and

Lake Como. Located in the prestigious village of Laglio,

a boathouse fully equipped with its own private dock.

and surrounded by beautifully landscaped gardens, this

This exclusive villa provides a refined and magical

luxurious hideaway is the perfect place for relaxation

place where guests can feel at peace with nature and

and rejuvenation.

appreciate all that Italy has to offer.

Surrounded by neoclassical colonnades, the main
building boasts scenic garden views and an enchanting
terrace that leads out to the Grecian-style pool. Inside
the home, you will be met with ample living space,
comfortable seating areas, and an exquisite marble
fireplace dating back to the 18th century. The dual
reading and music room accompanied by the billiard
table offer a lovely space for enjoying a book or playing
a game of pool.
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Villa Agli Archi
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Villa Agli Archi
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Villa Agli Archi
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Villa Costiera
24

Positano | 24 guests | 12 bedrooms

25

Ascend to the crown of Positano and be amazed by

guests. Its 12 bedrooms include eight deluxe suites

one of Italy’s most spectacular views. This 18th century

along with two top-floor suites each specially designed

home is adorned with impeccable detail and color

to honor the villa’s rich history. The lovely outdoor

complimenting the endless blue skies and seascape

dining area gives you optimal room for breakfast at

surrounding it.

sunrise, evening cocktails, and al fresco dining.

Within the frescoed halls of this remarkable villa,

Delight in the comfort of the first-rate service provided

warmth and luxury have merged to create the feeling

by the staff, including a private chef, housekeeping,

of being in a dream. The walls are dressed in period

and a concierge trained to intuitively accommodate

artwork, the magnificent chandeliers are draped

your needs.

from the ceilings, and unique antique furnishings are
perfectly placed to greet you with world-class style.
Each terrace offers you cinematic views of the sea
and the impressive gardens paint the landscape in true
Mediterranean flair with citrus trees and flowers.

Perched on the hills of the Amalfi Coast, this spacious
home away from home can accommodate up to 24
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Villa Costiera
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Villa Costiera
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Villa Costiera
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Villa Eden
30

Lake Como | 17 guests | 8 bedrooms

31

Accessible only by boat, this incredibly stunning

beautifully embellished with intimate detail, this awe-

property feels like heaven on earth. Villa Eden is an

inspiring villa is perfect for hosting up to 17 guests.

exclusive private estate anchored on the banks of the
historic Lake Como offering sublime views of the still

The full-service concierge is committed to enriching

waters and forested mountains.

your experience and happy to accommodate the
individual needs of each guest. The high-calibre staff

The lavish gardens boast towering cypress trees and

includes a villa manager, butler, private chef, and

perfectly manicured green spaces ideal for basking in

housekeeping services. Villa Eden is a rare find and

the sun or relaxing in the shade. The expansive grounds

no doubt one of the world’s most enthralling and

encompass four houses, a tennis court, gym, cinema

remarkable properties.

lounge, and a heated swimming pool. The layout and
design of this elegant estate are truly the benchmark of
luxury living.
As you step through the fairy-tale entrance and into the
halls of this enchanting haven, you will experience an
impeccable blend of world-class amenities with classic
Italian design. Every element of this home has been
carefully fashioned with aristocratic luxury and style.
With eight phenomenally decorated bedrooms each
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Villa Eden
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Villa Eden
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Villa Eden
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Villa i Cipressi
36

Tuscany | 22 guests | 9 bedrooms

37

In the heart of Tuscany’s wild Maremma countryside,

seasonal produce for our guests to savor and delight in

located between Rome and Florence, an

the unique flavors of rustic, Tuscan cuisine.

unrivalled experience awaits you. Award-winning
accommodation, pristine nature, and exceptional

The castle’s nine sublime suites accommodate 22

cuisine are synonymous with Villa i Cipressi, where the

guests and are all elegantly decorated, featuring the

essence of contemporary luxury and unadulterated

original stone and brick walls, and a tasteful mélange

nature fuse in perfect harmony, to revitalize mind,

of antique and modern furniture. The most prestigious

body, and spirit.

suite occupies an entire floor at the top of the castle
and boasts stunning, 360-degree panoramic views of

Villa i Cipressi is more than a sanctuary, it is a

the estate, unique art pieces, a spacious living area

spellbinding experience. A stunning oasis surrounded

with a fireplace, an Italian marble bathtub and a

by 40 hectares of organic vineyards, olive groves, and

private outdoor terrace overlooking the castle’s central

farmland. The intertwined narrative of the vines, land,

courtyard.

climate, dedication, and passion, converge to make
your stay truly cathartic and memorable.

Whether you opt for a suite or a standalone villa, Villa i
Cipressi offers an unrivalled atmosphere and experience

Over 50 varieties of vegetables and 30 aromatic herbs

in wellbeing, right in the heart of Tuscany’s wild

from our vegetable garden supply the estate kitchen

Maremma countryside.

with the highest quality selection of fresh, organic
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Villa i Cipressi
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Villa i Cipressi
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Villa i Cipressi
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Villa la Cala
42

Sardinia | 17 guests | 9 bedrooms

43

Villa la Cala is situated in Capo Coda Cavallo, a

The Villa’s nine bedrooms can house 17 guests. The

genuine oasis of tranquillity, only a few kilometers from

rooms all feature heart-stirring, sweeping views. Every

the Costa Smeralda, with its renowned beaches and

suite is beautifully laid out and decorated to the highest

coves that embrace the Sardinian coast.

of standards. With its covered beachfront terraces,
outside dining areas, meticulously landscaped gardens,

This modern luxury villa will captivate your senses with

15m pool with jacuzzi, gym and a private beach, Villa

its stunning private waterfront location. Situated just

la Cala is uniquely lavish.

50 meters from a natural secluded private harbor, and
pristine golden sandy beach, Villa la Cala is the ideal

If you are looking for a luxury retreat in an idyllic

destination for guests arriving by private Yacht.

setting, for intimate events, Villa la Cala offers a
priceless experience, unspoiled nature, and the

This modern 600 sq m (6.900 sq ft) villa is nestled in

stunning blue and green ocean of Sardinia as a

the estate’s lush green garden and enjoys extraordinary,

backdrop.

unobstructed views of sandy beaches and spectacular
sunsets. Villa la Cala is elegant, modern, and offers
luxury accommodations, amenities, and services,
including a chef and two waiters at your beck and call,
eight hours a day, six days a week.
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Villa la Cala
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Villa la Cala
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Villa la Cala
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Villa Le Rose
48

Tuscany | 14 guests | 7 bedrooms

49

Dating back to the 15th Century, Villa le Rose is a truly

Villa Le Rose offers an unprecedented experience in

remarkable and elegant renaissance villa located on the

luxury rentals. It is a veritable jewel, starting with the

spectacular hills of Florence.

loggia, which lures you to explore the villa’s deep
history and art-filled interiors.

Its location is exceptional, with unique and dreamy
Tuscan landscapes, surrounded by vineyards and

From Frescos to paintings and sculptures, a musician’s

ancient olive groves, only ten minutes away from

balcony, and a grand Steinway piano, Villa Le Rose is

Florence, the city of art.

sure to captivate even those most difficult to please.
Its sumptuous dwellings are rich in every detail and

Enjoy two lavish gardens, and the villa’s unique

accommodate up to fourteen guests in seven elegant,

designer swimming pool, set in the suggestive Porcinai

spacious, and bright deluxe bedrooms.

garden. Have your breakfast served in the Cedar
Garden, decorated with an English lawn and scented

The villa offers impeccable hospitality and a range of

rose plants. Swim, take leisurely long walks, go for

five-star services designed to meet all your needs.

a jog or simply enjoy the tranquility of the Tuscan
countryside.
Take daytime trips and explore Florence or Siena. Take
to the Chianti hills for a typical Tuscan lunch and wine
tasting or roam through romantic San Gimignano.
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Villa Le Rose
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Villa Le Rose
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Villa Luna
54

Lake Como | 12 guests | 6 bedrooms

55

An artistic masterpiece that harks back to the hedonism

are entirely yours to enjoy in total privacy.

of the Belle Époque. With elaborate halls boasting
stuccoes and frescoes by renowned artists of the day,

The perfect frame to the residence, the beautiful Italian

and priceless collections of tapestries, paintings and

garden extends towards the Lake, while nestled in the

vases, this historic residence will transport you back to

park round the back is a splendid pool, a wonderfully

a time when extravagance knew no bounds.

secluded spot for spending lazy hours.

The spirit of indulgence extends to the flowering Italian

A full dedicated staff, including villa manager, butler,

garden with direct views over the waters, the park

chamber maid and housekeeper is at your disposal

bursting with scented trees, and the beautiful outdoor

throughout your stay, providing truly five star service.

pool, making Villa Luna the ideal place for reliving the

Life doesn’t get better than this.

decadent history of the lake.
Located just a few minutes from the Grand Hotel
Tremezzo, this aristocratic residence is available for
parties up to twelve. Six suites, situated in the wings
of the villa, each comprised of a spacious bedroom
and ensuite bathroom, offer a unique décor that is as
extravagant as it is comfortable. Lavishly decorated halls
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Villa Luna
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Villa Luna
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Villa Luna
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Villa Peduzzi
60

Lake Como | 14 guests | 8 bedrooms

61

Villa Peduzzi

Overlooking Lake Como and occupying the site of a
former medieval watchtower, Villa Peduzzi commands
one of the finest views in Europe. The liberty style villa,
built in 1909, has been fully restored to exceptional
standards, offering 1,231 sqm of living space. This
includes: 8 double bedrooms (6 ensuite); drawing
room; living room; dining room; kitchen; study; media
room, bar; 2 roof terraces, yoga/wellness room; pool
house and entertainment area.
At 881 metres above the lake and with no immediate
neighbours, the villa is an oasis of calm. Yet the pretty
perched mountain village of Pigra is only 300 metres
away and the popular lakeside village of Argegno can
be reached within 4 minutes from the cable car station
located 500 metres from the villa gates.

every bedroom, the villa’s main surround terrace and
the extraordinary pool house with its green roof and
infinity pool. Also making the most of this aspect are an
exceptional yoga/wellness room that has been carved
out of the cliff face and the roof top terraces, bar and
entertainment area.
The villa sits in lush gardens of 4.5 acres offering the
peace and tranquillity that is so difficult to find on Lake
Como.
Villa Peduzzi is located just 75 minutes drive from
Milan Malpensa International Airport and 60 minutes
from Lugano International Airport.

The views from south facing Villa Peduzzi are truly
stunning – a combination of wide blue lake and green
mountain vistas, rounded off with glorious golden
sunsets. These can be enjoyed from the balconies off
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Villa Peduzzi
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Villa Peduzzi
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Villa Peduzzi
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Villa Rosa
66

Positano | 9 guests | 5 bedrooms

67

Situated above the stunning coastal village of Positano,

current and massage jets, a sauna, a Turkish bath and

this 17th-century baroque palace is your very own slice

massage treatments in surroundings of grandeur.

of heaven on the Amalfi Coast. Nestled high above this
picturesque coastal village, Villa Rosa offers unrivalled

Down in Positano, it’s hard not to fall for the charm of

views over the area known as the “pearl of the Amalfi

this cliffside village. Take a 15-minute stroll from your

Coast”.

villa down to the picturesque pebble beach which
leads into crystal clear waters that are perfect for a

The palace’s large living spaces, garden and terraces

gentle swim. The narrow, steep streets are filled with

are exclusively available for your use. This means

history and lined with trendy boutiques and inviting

that you have sole access to five luxury bedrooms,

cafes. As the sun sets and the evening draws in, enjoy

ornately decorated halls, a deluxe fully stocked kitchen,

a candlelight dinner at restaurants with breathtaking

exquisite library, seven beautiful bathrooms and your

views of the coast. Be sure to indulge in some of the

very own private relaxation space.

local, freshly caught seafood dishes; a speciality of
Positano that you will not want to miss.

The Romans famously believed in “Salus per Aquam” or
“Health through Water”, and you’ll be sure to believe
in this too after unwinding in your villa’s very own
relaxation space.
Inspired by those grand baths of ancient Rome, you
can de-stress as you enjoy the pool with a swimming
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Villa Rosa
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Villa Rosa
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Villa Rosa
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Villa San Luigi
72

Tuscany | 14 guests | 7 bedrooms

73

The enchanting country estate of San Luigi is located

and palm trees. The glorious travertine infinity pool

amongst the rolling hills of Tuscany. Originally designed

is perfect for cooling down on a hot summer’s day or

by one of Siena’s most renowned architects in the

taking a relaxing swim with views over the private lake.

16th century, the beauty of this villa has been added

The outdoor features like the external kitchen, gas-fired

to over the centuries. Its most recent renovation has

BBQ, and pizza oven are all wonderful for entertaining

transformed it into a quintessential destination for rest

or enjoying an evening in.

and leisure under the Italian sky.
The premier location of this home offers generous
Step into the arched doorways and be embraced by

views and on any clear day, the towers of Siena can be

stylish elegance and rustic ceilings. This residence is

seen glistening in the sunlight from the highest point of

fully equipped with all the modern-day luxuries and

the property. San Luigi is perfectly equipped for you to

can welcome parties of up to 14 guests. With seven

experience the beauty, culture, wine, and fare of this

tastefully decorated bedrooms, an expansive terrace, a

magical region.

custom-built kitchen, and a dining table fit for royalty,
this grand home promises a one-of-a-kind experience.

The lavish grounds present captivating Italianate
gardens abundant in olive trees, rosemary bushes,
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Villa San Luigi
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Villa San Luigi
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Villa San Luigi
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Villa Speranza
78

Tuscany | 24 guests | 12 bedrooms

79

Standing majestically on the hills facing the Val

Speranza can accommodate 24 guests.

d’Orcia, a UNESCO World Heritage site, Villa
Speranza is a stunning rental property that will immerse

The villa’s grand travertine stairs take you to its rose

you in renaissance luxury.

garden and a beautiful pergola. From here, you can
take in the mesmerising views of pine trees, cherry

Located in the Siena province, between the two famous

trees and cypresses that sit alongside rosemary and

hilltop towns of Montepulciano and Pienza, this

wild thyme.

opulent property with its majestic landscaped gardens
will serenade you in tranquillity and peace.

Located only a few minutes from the charming
Chianciano Terme and sitting in the midst of rolling

The property was built in the 1400s as a stopping

countryside near Montepulciano and Montalcino, the

point for ancient pilgrims and merchants traveling from

property offers an absolute haven of peace and quiet.

Florence to Rome.
Built on three levels, Villa Speranza is Tuscan at heart,
and the villa is filled with beautiful paintings, books
and heirloom furniture. Each room boasts stunning
views over the beautifully maintained garden and
breathtaking valley. With 9 double bedrooms and 3
twin bedrooms – each with an ensuite bathroom, Villa
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Villa Speranza
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Villa Speranza
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Villa Speranza
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Villa sul Lago
84

Lake Como | 33 guests | 17 bedrooms

85

Surround yourself with historical grandeur and

in the main villa, 17 bedrooms, three independent

modern luxury. This classically sumptuous villa nods

houses, and two historical ballrooms, the magnificent

to its Italian Renaissance beginnings with time-

composition of this palazzo is ideal for entertaining and

honored porticos, vast grounds, and lush gardens. The

celebration.

architectural craftsmanship and serene views of this
property exemplify the perfect balance of design in

Relax in the pleasure of the five-star service and

nature.

amenities offered throughout your stay, including
complimentary butler services, housekeeping, and a

From classic exteriors to modern opulence inside,

concierge all dedicated to enriching your experience.

the halls of the home narrate a story of rebirth and
splendor. Each room has been crafted with effortless
style and comfort and focuses on warm colors and
contemporary touches. The luxurious spa located above
the garden with its pool and jacuzzi pays tribute to the
villa’s strong connection to the surrounding waters and
peaceful environment.
Nestled in an inlet off the stunningly beautiful Lake
Como, this palatial property is the perfect place for
parties of up to 33. With four main suites located
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Villa sul Lago
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Villa sul Lago
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Villa sul Lago
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Villa Terrazza sul Mare
90

Positano | 12 guests | 6 bedrooms

91

Overlooking the sea and the picture-perfect town of

The main living areas include a stylish living room with

Positano, Villa Terrazza sul Mare is one of the finest

a fireplace, a comfortable TV space, an elegant dining

villas on the Amalfi Coast. Built in the 15th century on

table and a coffee table seating. The traditional kitchen

a rocky spur, the villa was a favourite spot of poets and

is one of the most enchanting parts of the villa, with

artists from around the world in the 20th century.

modern appliances and high ceilings.

The villa accommodates up to 12 guests in six tastefully

Outdoors, there’s a poolside kitchen featuring a pizza

decorated suites, each boasting modern amenities

oven, lots of seating and lounge areas, and a dining

including bathrooms, air conditioning, heating, wifi and

terrace with stunning sea views.

satellite television. Every room opens out to a balcony
or private terrace overlooking the majestic bay of

The terrace and the panoramic swimming pool can be

Positano.

accessed from the main entrance and the outdoor gym
at the lowest level of the property features a Turkish

The villa’s entrance takes you to a small garden – the

bath and Jacuzzi, making for the perfect spot to relax,

perfect spot to relish your favourite Italian wine.

rejuvenate and recharge in the dream-like views of the

And then an outdoor staircase takes you down to the

Amalfi Coast.

swimming pool on the lowest terrace, with panoramic
views of the sea and sun loungers to relax on.
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Villa Terrazza sul Mare
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Villa Terrazza sul Mare
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Villa Terrazza sul Mare
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Chalet Dolce Vita

Dolomites | 12 guests | 6 bedrooms

| Also available in winter
96
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The sweet life never felt so luxurious. Chalet Dolce

known to the world for its environmental and cultural

Vita is a dream home surrounded by views so

richness. Comprising 900 square meters of space, six

incredible, they look like works of art framed by the

bedrooms, and a private elevator, Chalet Dolce Vita can

windows of this magnificent structure. Encompassed

comfortably accommodate up to 12 guests.

by the enchanting Italian Dolomites, this chalet is the
quintessential location for skiing in the winter, hiking

Sit back and let the team of dedicated staff enhance

trails in the summer, or simply relaxing all year long.

your experience with complimentary butler services,
daily housekeeping, and a concierge.

Beyond the sophisticated classic architecture, the
interiors are an impeccable combination of tradition
and innovation. Each room has been tastefully
embellished with colors and design that revere the
surrounding environment. Equipped with the latest
technology of surround sound, an extravagant theater
room, and an integrated wellness spa, this residence
offers guests a one-of-a-kind, exclusive experience.
This extraordinary home is located in a private village
in the most affluent area of Cortina and is settled in
the landscape of a UNESCO World Heritage Site
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Chalet Dolce Vita
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Chalet Dolce Vita
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Chalet Dolce Vita
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Chalet Perla

Dolomites | 12 guests | 6 bedrooms

| Also available in winter
102

103

Chalet Perla is a stunning vacation home with

With six luxurious bedrooms, a private elevator, and

a peaceful blend of nature and modernity. It is

a fully stocked wine cellar, this chalet is ideal for

surrounded by endless views of the enthralling Italian

entertaining up to 12 guests.

Dolomites and is a premier location for skiing in the
winter, hiking trails in the summer, or simply relaxing in

Enjoy complete privacy and ultra-luxury services with

the fresh mountain air.

the first-class concierge, complimentary butler services,
and daily housekeeping. Chalet Perla is a winter’s

Inside the halls of this sophisticated European

dream and a breath of fresh summer air.

architecture, each room has been beautifully crafted
and designed with colors and art that pay tribute to
the natural environment. Equipped with the latest
technology of surround sound, a beautiful wood
fireplace, a soundproof theater room, and an integrated
wellness spa and fitness room, this residence offers
guests a one-of-a-kind, extraordinary experience.
This phenomenal home is located in a private village in
the most exclusive area of Cortina and is settled in the
landscape of a UNESCO World Heritage Site known to
the world for its environmental and cultural richness.
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Chalet Perla
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Chalet Perla
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Chalet Perla
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